I Can Sing A Rainbow

Words & Music:
Arthur Hamilton

Per Mudcat Café discussion: "... The song was featured in the move, "Pete Kelly's Blues," and Peggy Lee recorded it on Decca in 1955. It's on her wonderful "Black Coffee" 2-disk set on Decca..."

D   Em       D             G        F#m      Em  A
Red & yellow & pink & green, purple & orange & blue.
D            Em       F#m    G        A      A7       D
I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, too.

BRIDGE:
G                D
Listen with your eyes,
G                D
Listen with your eyes,
G         A         D
And sing everything you see.
E              A       E       A       Bm      E7       A   A7
You can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, sing along with me.

D   Em       D             G        F#m      Em  A
Red & yellow & pink & green, purple & orange & blue.
D            Em       F#m    G        A      A7       D
I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, too.